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Abstract—In this paper buffer-aided Opportunistic Routing (OR) was
designed with the aid of the novel concept of linear Transmission
Activation Probability Space (TAPS) partitioning invoked for relay-
assisted networks, which combines the beneﬁts of both OR [1] and
of buffer-aided transmissions [2]. More speciﬁcally, a packet may be
transmitted from the Source Node (SN) to the Destination Node (DN)
either directly or indirectly via one of the M Relay Nodes (RNs),
depending on the instantaneous channel qualities. The above-mentioned
linear multi-dimensional TAPS partitioning concept is proposed for
partitioning the transmission space into (2M + 1) transmission regions
plus an outage region, while ensuring that the number of input packets
is equal to the number of output packets at each RN’s buffer. The
beneﬁt of having a buffer and tolerating the associated delay is that
the best channel is activated for transmission based on our linear TAPS
partitioning method.
Index Terms—Cooperative communication, opportunistic routing,
buffer, energy consumption, energy dissipation, channel space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Employing a relay between the Source Node (SN) and the Des-
tination Node (DN) is one of the most attractive methods that
can be used for minimizing the Energy Dissipation (ED). The
scheme, which assumes that a packet is transmitted from the SN
to the DN via a Relay Node (RN) results in a range of advantages
over conventional single-hop communications. These advantages may
include an extended coverage area, an improved link performance,
high-ﬂexibility network planning, etc. [3–5]. Opportunistic Routing
(OR) [1,6–8] was shown to be capable of further enhancing the sys-
tem’s throughput in relay-aided wireless transmission. For example,
Liu et al. [6] illustrated that OR substantially increases both the
achievable transmission reliability and the throughput by exploiting
the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, where all transmissions
can be overheard by multiple neighbours. Then Biswas and Morris
[1] proposed an ‘Extremely’ Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) scheme,
which relied on the expected end-to-end transmission delay as the
metric used for deciding on the priority order of selecting a RN from
the potential forwarder set. The proposed routing regime intrinsically
amalgamated the routing protocol and the Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol for the sake of increasing the attainable throughput
of multi-hop wireless networks. Their solution [1] also exploited
the less reliable long-distance links, which would have been ignored
by traditional routing protocols. Zeng et al. [7] proposed multi-rate
OR by incorporating rate-adaptation into their candidate-selection
algorithm, which was shown to achieve a higher throughput and
lower delay than the corresponding traditional single-rate routing
and its opportunistic single-rate routing counterpart. Moreover, in our
previous work [8], we proposed energy-efﬁcient cross-layer aided OR
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for ad hoc networks and analytically formulated both the normalized
energy consumption and the end-to-end throughput. The simulation
results demonstrated that the proposed OR algorithm has a lower
normalized energy consumption and higher end-to-end throughput
than the traditional multi-hop routing algorithm. Additionally, our
previous contributions [2,9,10] proposed a buffer-aided transmission
scheme, namely the Multihop Diversity (MHD) transmission philos-
ophy, which relies on temporarily storing the received packets and
on activating the speciﬁc channel having the highest instantaneous
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Both our simulation results and theo-
retical analysis demonstrated that MHD transmissions are capable of
achieving a substantial selection diversity gain. Very recently, a relay-
relation scheme was proposed in [11], while full-duplex relaying was
discussed in [12]. As a further advance, adaptive link selection was
proposed in [13].
A non-linear Transmission Activation Probability Space (TAPS)
partitioning method was proposed in our previous paper [14], which
combines the advantages of both buffer-aided transmissions and of
OR. Although, it was conceived for a simple single-relay assisted
network, yet it imposed a substantial complexity. Hence in this
contribution a new low-complexity linear multi-dimensional TAPS
partitioning method is proposed for the sake of guaranteeing the
system’s stability, namely, that the number of input packets equals
the number of output packets at each RN’s buffer. The proposed
linear TAPS partitioning method is then investigated in Rayleigh
fading channels. Explicitly, we derive a closed-form equation for the
calculation of the activation probability of a speciﬁc hop. Further-
more, we develop close-form formulas for the average end-to-end
energy dissipation and for the Outage Probability (OP). Note that the
concepts of block delay and packet delay were deﬁned in [2]. The
block delay is inverse by proportional to the end-to-end throughput. In
our scheme, the proposed linear multi-dimensional TAPS partitioning
method becomes capable of reducing both the system’s energy dissi-
pation and its OP, whilst increasing its throughput. On the other hand,
the packet delay represents the end-to-end delay for a speciﬁc packet.
In our scheme, the packet delay is larger than that of the conventional
scheme, but this is typically acceptable in a non-interactive delay-
tolerant system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents our system model. Then Section III details the
linear multi-dimensional TAPS partitioning philosophy and elaborates
on our new channel activation scheme. In Section IV, we provide our
numerical and simulation results. Finally, our conclusions are offered
in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Our multiple-relay-aided network considered in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1, which consists of a SN S, M buffer-aided RNs Rm, m =
1:::M, and a DN D. The distances between each corresponding pairs





Fig. 1. System model for an M-relay-aided network, where each relay has
a buffer. The SN S sends messages to the DN D, either directly or indirectly,
via RN Rm, m = 1:::M.
take place between any of the RNs. The classic Decode-and-Forward
(DF) protocol [15] is employed at each RN for relaying the signals.
Moreover, we assume that the signals are transmitted on the basis
of Time Slots (TSs). Therefore, only a single channel is activated in
each TS. Note that if no packets are stored in RN Rm, the mth RN-
DN channel must not be activated. By contrast, if the buffer of RN
Rm is full, the SN-Rm channel must not be activated. We assume
furthermore that:
 The SN always has packets to send, which hence facilitates for
the relay-aided network to operate in its steady state.
 Both the SN and DN are capable of storing an inﬁnite number
of packets. By contrast, the RN can only store a maximum of
B packets.
 The Rayleigh fading processes of the multiple channels are
independent. The fading envelope of a given hop remains
constant within a packet’s duration, but it is independently faded
from one packet to another.
 Each node accurately adjusts its transmission power between
zero and the maximum transmit power Pmax to achieve the
required received SNR of Th.
 Only a single packet is transmitted in each TS, when the
corresponding link is activated.
 Our relay-aided network protocol provides every node with the
global Channel Quality (CQ) knowledge and Buffer Fullness
(BF) knowledge of the RNs within a given TS. All the operations
of the proposed protocol are assumed to have been carried out
without a delay and without errors.
Furthermore, the pathloss is assumed to obey the negative expo-
nential law of d
 , where  is the pathloss exponent, having a value
between 2 to 6. It is also assumed that the instantaneous CQ of
TS t between each node pairs is denoted by SRm =  SRm
fad
SRm,
SD =  SD
fad
SD and RmD =  RmD
fad
RmD, where m = 1:::M, the
values marked by the upper bar, as in   represent the average receive
SNR, while the values marked by the superscript ’fad’ as in 
fad
are the instantaneous fading values. The instantaneous transmit power
ESD, ESRm or ERmD of each node can then be calculated with the aid
of  = 9:89510
 05 and the noise power of N = 10
 14W, which
corresponds to a receiver sensitivity of  110 dBm. An example of










;ESD  Pmax: (1)
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the energy dissipation, OP and average block delay
bound will be analyzed. Based on Fig. 1, we can now infer that if
every RN has a buffer size of B packets, the following events may
occur. 1 ) Firstly, the buffer of a RN may be empty at a certain
instant t. In this case, this RN cannot be the transmit node, since it
has no data to transmit. 2 ) Secondly, the buffer of a RN may be
full at a certain instant t. Hence this RN cannot act as the receive
node, since it cannot accept further packets. Therefore, based on
the same assumption as in [2], our lower-bound expressions of the
energy dissipation and outage probability are derived by relaxing the
above-mentioned constraints. Instead, we assume that each RN has an
unlimited buffer size and that a node always has packets to transmit.
For this speciﬁc system, our main assumption is that the number
of packets conveyed from SN to RN should be the same as those
transmitted from RN to DN, which implies that the SN-RN channel
and RN-DN channel should have the same probability of being
activated. This assumption is automatically satisﬁed for dSRm =
dRmD, since we have identical channel conditions in both hops.
However, for the sake of dealing with the speciﬁc conditions, when
we have dSRm 6= dRmD, the discussion of channel-activation may
be commenced from the concept of TAPS.
A. Multi-dimensional Transmission Activation probability space
The concept of three-dimensional CPS was originally pro-
posed in our previous paper [14,16]. The CPS is a Carte-
sian coordinate system-based space. Each coordination represents
the instantaneous fading value of a channel. In this contribu-
tion, the (2M + 1) channels form a (2M + 1)-dimensional











RMD) of all the channels is











in this (2M + 1)-dimensional space. In the following, let us
use the subscript 1;2; ;(2M + 1) to represent the channels
SD;SR1; ;SRM;R1D; ;RMD.
Based on our assumptions, a channel will be activated, when at
least one of the (2M + 1) channels is available. By contrast, when
all the CQs are lower than their corresponding threshold, an outage

































Fig. 2. The transmission activation probability space (TAPS) is partitioned
by a line OE. The angles between OE and each coordinate are given by
(1;2; ;2M+1). The TAPS can be partitioned into the (2M + 1)
regions. This ﬁgure is an example of the TAPS for M = 1, where the axis
X;Y and Z represent the instantaneous fading values of SN-DN, SN-RN and







In order to elaborate on the principle of linear TAPS, let us
assume that the maximum transmission power is inﬁnity. Hence,
the OP always becomes negligible. We also assume that the line
OE in the TAPS of Fig. 2 emerges from the origin and has an
angle of (1;2; ;2M+1) with respect to each of the coor-







2M+1) are mapped to the point E’ in TAPS,






2M+1). The channel i
will be activated when we have 1) 
0
i < i and 2) 
0
j  j,
j = 1;2; ;2M+1 and j 6= i, which physically means that E’ is in
the region of the ith channel in the TAPS. This hop-selection criterion
will be used in our simulations. For example in Fig. 2, if E
0 is in
the region of OACEG, OBHEC, OFGEH or in the corresponding
extension regions, the SD, RD or SR channel will be activated,
respectively.
The speciﬁc angles between OE and each coordinate axis may then
be found by a carefully designed algorithm. Again, this angle will be
used for deciding upon which particular hop will be activated, because
it determines which region the point E’ belongs to. Let us proceed
by describing the line OE with the aid of its Cartesian coordinates.
As seen in Fig. 2, we have OB = OA  arctan(2), OF = CE =
OC  arctan(3) = OA  csc(2)  arctan(3) and 1 =

2   2.






SD  arctan(2) = 
fad










which can be written compactly as 
fad
SD 1 = 
fad
SD 2 =  =

fad
SD 2M+1, with 1 = 1. Let us now consider the SD hop as an
example for the calculation of PSD and ESD. The fading value of
the SD channel may be in the range of (0;1). If the fading value of
the SD channel is given by 
0fad
SD , the fading value of the ith channel
cannot exceed i
0fad
SD , otherwise the ith channel would be activated.
Based on this principle and assuming that we have Thup = 1 and
































































































































Algorithm 1: The algorithm of ﬁnding the line OE.
Initiation: Set all the angles to 45
, where  is a small number ; 1
Calculate all activation probabilities and energy dissipations 2
based on (5) and (7);
while Any jPSRi   PRiDj > 2 do 3
for i=1:M do 4
if PSRi > PRiD then 5
SRi=SRi-,RiM=RiM+ 6




Recalculate all activation probabilities and energy 11
dissipations based on (5) and (7);
end 12
where Ei is deﬁned in [17](8.211.1). Similarly to the SD hop, the
activation probability and energy dissipation of all other hops can be
calculated using a similar procedure. However, the channel activation
probability PSRi may not be the same as PRiD, because the distance
dSRi and dRiD may be different. Therefore, below an algorithm is
proposed for guaranteeing that the constraint of PSRi = PRiD is
satisﬁed by appropriately adjusting the angles of SRi and RiD,
which corresponds to adjusting the link activation probability, by
allocating the appropriate activation region in TAPS. For example, if
we have PSRi < PRiD, the corresponding angle of the SRi channel
will be increased in order to increase the probability of this hop being
activated. Naturally, at the same time RiD has be reduced based on
the same principle.
C. Linear TAPS Division for a Finite Maximum Transmission Power
In Section III-B, the outage region of the TAPS was temporarily
ignored, since the maximum transmission power was assumed to be
Pmax = 1. In this section, let us assume that Pmax has a ﬁnite
value. Thus, the outage threshold associated with each dimension of
Fig. 2 will affect the results. The calculations of both the channel
activation probability and of the energy dissipation are similar to
those of (5) and (7). However, both the upper and lower limits of the
integrals become different.
Let us deﬁne the outage threshold for the ith dimension of the





Pmax . There exists a
point Gi along the line OE, where the projection of Gi on the ith
dimension becomes 
out

















Having obtained the coordinates of all Gi;i = 1;2; ;(2M + 1),
we sort the length of all the lines OGi, representing the thresholds
in OE, yielding, OGh1  OGh2    OGh2M+1. This sorting
operation will create a list of the number of available channels in var-
ious ranges of OE. Let us elaborate a little further by considering an
example of the calculation of the selection probability for the SD hop
with the aid of (5). The projections of all the different thresholds Ghi





















;1), all the channels are










channel associated with a channel index of n
0  n is located in the
outage region. Hence, these channels cannot be activated. Thus, the

















































































and upon setting ThSD0 = 1,
h0 = 0. Correspondingly, the energy dissipation ED of SD the hop
is given by (11). Similarly, the activation probability and the energy
dissipation related to all other channels may be calculated, leading to
similar closed-form expressions. The TAPS-based Algorithm 1 should
be updated for the ﬁnite maximum transmission power by substituting
(5) and (7) with (10) and (11).
Finally, let us now formulate the end-to-end energy dissipation
bound  ESD, which is the ratio of the total energy dissipation to the









The end-to-end throughput SD and the end-to-end block delay DSD
are
SD = PSD +
M X
i=1
(PSRm + PRmD)=2: (13)
DSD = 1=SD: (14)
Note that all the analysis is based on assuming an inﬁnite buffer
size. In the next section we show that the simulation results approach
the analytical bound upon increasing buffer size.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we provide a range of numerical and/or simulation
results for characterizing both the energy dissipation and the OP of
the relay-aided network considered in order to illustrate the effects
of both the position of the RNs and of the RNs’ buffer size B. In
all experiments, the SN is at the position [100m;100m], while DN
is at the position [900m;100m]. The parameters of N and  are
N = 10
 14 and  = 9:895  10
 05. For convenience, "normalized
energy dissipation" refers to the "Average normalized end-to-end
energy dissipation per packet". The label ‘OR+buffer+linear+bound’
indicates the values calculated from (2) and (12) when employing
the proposed scheme, which combines the beneﬁts of both OR and
buffer-aided transmission associated with linear multi-dimensional
TAPS partitioning scheme. By contrast, the simulation based values
are represented by the label ‘OR+buffer+linear+sim’. The buffer
size ranges from B = 1 to B = 256 packets. Additionally, ‘OR
simulation’ represents the simulation based values, when only the
OR is employed [1].
First, we consider a 2-relay-aided network as our introductory
example, where M = 2. The label of ‘T1’ is used to indicate
that R1 is at the position (500m;500m) and R2 is at the position
(400m;300m), while ‘T2’ represents that R1 is at the position






































































Fig. 3. Average normalized end-to-end energy dissipation (J/packet) as
deﬁned in (12) when the pathloss factor is  = 2. The theoretical curve






































Fig. 4. The simulated and theoretical outage probability evaluated from (11).
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 characterize the impact of both the RNs’ buffer
size and the RNs’ position on the normalized end-to-end energy dissi-
pation and the outage probability, respectively. Observe in both Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 that the simulation based performance curves quantify,
how the energy dissipation and the OP is reduced upon increasing
the buffer-size. Furthermore, these curves gradually approach the
theoretical energy dissipation bound and OP bound, respectively, as
the buffer size B increases. Moreover, the ‘OR+buffer+linear’ scheme
achieves a lower normalized end-to-end energy dissipation and a
lower OP than those of the ‘OR’ scheme, since the proposed buffer-
aided OR relying on our linear multi-dimensional TAPS partitioning
succeeds in efﬁciently exploiting the instantaneous CQs for activating
the most appropriate channel for each packet’s transmission, whilst
simultaneously ensuring that the number of input packets equals that
of the output packets at each RN’s buffer. Moreover, as evidenced
by Fig. 3 the energy dissipation was reduced by 22:8% for ‘T1’ and
by 34:9% for ‘T2’.
Let us now investigate the effects of the number of RNs on the
end-to-end energy dissipation, for M = 1;2;3. For M = 1, R1
is at the position of [400m;300m], while for M = 2, R1 is at the
position of [400m;300m] and R2 is at the position of [500m;500m].
Finally, for M = 3, R1 and R2 are at the same position as those
of M = 2 but we have additional RN R3, which is at the position
of [700m;200m]. Fig. 5 shows that the scenario associated with the
label ‘M=3’ has the lowest end-to-end energy dissipation for both
the conventional OR scheme and for our proposed scheme. Again,
the end-to-end energy dissipation decreases for M = 1;2;3 as the


























































































the simulation based performance of the proposed scheme indeed







































































Fig. 5. Average normalized end-to-end energy dissipation (J/packet) as
deﬁned in (12) when the pathloss factor is  = 2 and M = 1;2;3. The


















































Fig. 6. Block delay (TS/packet) when the pathloss factor is  = 2 and
M = 1;2;3. The theoretical curve was evaluated from (14).
Fig. 6 was recorded for the same scenario, as Fig. 5. The average
block delay is reduced (which means that the throughput is increased)
upon adopting buffer-aided transmissions. The main reason is the
lower OP of the new scheme, as shown in Fig. 4, where the OP
degrades the throughput most dramatically in the context of a ﬁxed-
rate system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new buffer-aided OR scheme relying on a novel
linear multi-dimensional TAPS partitioning method was proposed,
which combines the advantages of buffer-aided transmissions with
the beneﬁts of OR, while satisfying the constraint that the number of
input packets equals that of the output packets at each RN’s buffer.
The proposed scheme was shown to outperform the OR scheme both
in terms of the normalized end-to-end energy dissipation and the
outage probability. Additionally, the simulation based performance
of the proposed scheme approaches the theoretical bounds as the
RN’s buffer size increases.
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